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breeding establishment, founded as far back as 1732 by
Frederick the Great. Some idea of the size and import-
ance of this stud-farm may be gathered from the fact that
over two thousand hands are employed in connection with
the concern. Trakenen was originally famous for elk,
and an elk's horn remains to this day the Trakenen
brand placed upon all horses bred there. The emperor's
headquarters at Rominten are situated at a place called
Theerbude. His jagdschloss or shooting-lodge consists
of a handsome Norwegian block house, brought from Nor-
way, and erected on the Goldberg on the left bank of the
Rominten River. The stables are built on a most exten-
sive scale, and the chapel, as well as all the other buildings,
are constructed in the picturesque Norwegian style, which
harmonizes so well with the dark fir forests by which they
are surrounded.
There is no interruption of the business of state during
the emperor's stay at Rominten. Theerbude is connected
with Berlin by wire, and telegrams are arriving and depart-
ing at all hours of the day.
The kaiser shoots as a rule twice a day, at four in the
morning, and four in the afternoon, the drive to the hunt-
ing-grounds often taking several hours, for most of them
are at a considerable distance. The various foresters'
lodges, even at the most remote portion of the estates, are
connected by telephone with the imperial residence, and
thus the emperor is able to know at midday where the
game is likely to be most plentiful in the afternoon.
When the emperor is not shooting, he transacts business
with his various military and civil secretaries, and long
after his guests are asleep he himself is still at work, sign-
ing state papers or reading and annotating reports. In-
deed one of the most remarkable things about Emperor

